MOBILE FENCES

PORTABLE FENCE
OUTSTANDING
··
··
··
··

Quality of the materials
Durability of the different models
Flexibility and efficiency in transport
Reflective band for road signs

UNIVERSAL PORTABLE FENCE

HEIGHT

3m50

2m00

VERTICAL

HORIZONTAL

3,40mm

3,40mm

·· Universal portable fence. 2m high and 3m50 long. Bent panel to grant
the 3D effect

Ø WIRE

·· Assembling this fence is simple thanks to the mounting bracket attached
to the fence

Nº FOLDS

4 units

Ø POST

40mm

MESH SIZE

200x100mm

WEIGHT

24 Kg

·· Uses: public and private construction sites, shows, fairs and road signs

APPLICATION PLACES

Freeway & Construction Control of
Highway & Public works people

WIDTH
PANEL SIZE

Road
control

Traffic &
highway
administration

Sport
events

Fairs &
exhibitions

Hangars

WIDTH

HEIGHT

3m50

2m00

VERTICAL

HORIZONTAL

4mm

4mm

PANEL SIZE

·· 2m00 high and 3m50 long built with Ø0,3mm tubes to increase the
toughness of the frame
·· Assembling this fence is simple thanks to the mounting bracket attached
to the fence
·· Uses: The Quattro Tubi fence model is a very tough and lasting fence,
perfect to use in big construction sites and other locations where
toughness is essential

Ø WIRE
Ø HORIZONTAL POST

20mm

Ø VERTICAL POST

40mm

WEIGHT

18 Kgs

URBAN OBVIA portable fence
·· In order to provide the best security in construction sites, Rivisa has
created a plastic coated model, with bright and intense colours that can
be easily seen

mobile fences

QUATTRO TUBI PORTABLE FENCE

PUBLICITY portable fence
·· As a high impact advertising support, it is possible to fix a thin metal
sheet on both Urban and Standard portable fences in order to place
advertisements or your company logo

EVENTS portable fences

length

HEIGHT

3m50

2m00

VERTICAL

HORIZONTAL

4mm

6mm

PANEL SIZE

URBAN portable fence
·· Fence of 2m00 high and 3m00 long built with Ø6mm iron wire and 6
longitudinal bents to increase toughness and durability

Ø WIRE

·· Assembling this fence is simple thanks to the mounting bracket attached
to the fence

Nº FOLDS

6 units

Ø POST

40mm

mesh size

200 x 100mm

weight

26 Kgs

·· Uses: this enclosure is highly recommended for an urban environment
due to its durability. Its reinforced rods and the longitudinal bents on the
mail grant an outstanding strength. This enclosure can be also used in
an industrial environment as well as in fairs, shows...

ACCESSORIES
PORTABLE FENCE DOOR

SECURITY BRACKET

This is a portable door that can
be set up anywhere in the fence,
and therefore it’s as versatile as
the fence itself. The door can be
fixed to any frame of our fences
through the standard hinges.

The frames of the fences can
be secured together with the
security bracket and a security
screw. A security support pole is
optional.

Measures 1m00 and 3m50.

SECURITY
SUPPORT POLE
Security support
pole used to
increase stability
along with a
adjustable clamp.

PILOT light

REFLECTING STRIP

Indicator lights to
be used as road
signs.

Reflecting strip to
signpost

